Evaluating shape after-effects with radial frequency patterns.
Mechanisms selective for complex shape are vulnerable to adaptation techniques historically used to probe those underlying performance in lower-level visual tasks. We explored the nature of these shape after-effects using radial frequency patterns. Adapting to a radial frequency pattern resulted in a strong and systematic after-effect of a pattern that was 180 degrees out of phase with the adapting pattern. This after-effect was characterized as both a shift in the point of subjective equality and an increase in response uncertainty. The after-effect transferred across adapting pattern contrast and adaptor amplitude, suggesting an involvement from shape-specific mechanisms located at higher processing stages along the visual pathway. Moreover, our results suggested that the shift in the point of subjective equality was guided by global processing mechanisms, whereas the increase in uncertainty reflected activity from local processing mechanisms. Together, these results suggest that shape-specific after-effects reflect gain control processes at various stages of processing along the ventral pathway.